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ABSTRACT

As of April 2019, India has 1,42,126 kilometres of National Highways and 67,368 kilometres of railway tracks that
reach even the most remote parts of the country. Bridges are critical for both passenger and freight movement in
the country. Because bridges play such an important part in the transportation system, their safety and upkeep
must be prioritized. Manual Condition Monitoring has the disadvantage of being sluggish, unreliable, and ineffi-
cient. The Internet of Things has given structural monitoring a boost. Significant decreases in the cost of electro-
nics and connection, together with the expansion of cloud platforms, have made it possible to collect large
amounts of data remotely, aggregate it, and perform essential analysis to generate actionable insights. This
research focuses on a scalable system for monitoring the state of bridges, such as vibration and loading, employing
multimodal inputs, controllers, and Wi-Fi modules. The accelerometer and load cells were installed on the pro-
totype, tested for a sample load (56.21 gramsavg, 590 gramsmax, and 147.66 gramsrms) with induced vibration
(5.87 m/sec2avg, 18 m/sec2max, and 7.04 m/sec2rms) that are processed, displayed on-board, and uploaded to Thing-
Speak cloud service. This system will aid the maintenance personnel in remotely monitoring it. This system can
send out notifications if any of these parameters exceeds their threshold value, allowing you to take preventive
measures ahead of time.
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Nomenclature
SHM Structural Health Monitoring
IoT Internet-of-the-things
API Application Programming Interface
MQTT Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol

1 Introduction

Bridges are an important aspect of a country’s transportation network, yet they are prohibitively
expensive to build and maintain. Bridges on the tracks are the lifeblood of rail transportation for both
passengers and freight traffic throughout the country. It is evident that bridges play a significant part in
the transportation infrastructure. Their safety and upkeep should be prioritized. As a result, bridges should
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have related optimised, cost-effective, and reliable inspection to protect lives from structural failure.
Monitoring the Health of Ancient Structures [1], an onsite judge is prohibitively overpriced for nearly a
little fraction of structures and conjointly suffers from the many downsides of perspicacity [2].

The bridge’s age does not pose a direct threat to its safety, but it does require annual maintenance and
reinforcement. Such bridges were built to accommodate a lot of light traffic at the time of their construction.
With the introduction of change, however, heavier automobiles tuned in to the trendy burden demands and
were propelled by the truth that older existing bridge structures had massive flaws. Owning autonomous
surveillance approaches capable of living and diagnosing tectonic difficulties is a requirement.

For heavily laden bridges, large-scale buildings, and old heritage structures to sustain a long and reliable
life, structural health monitoring is critical. It is also necessary for averting disasters. The effectiveness of
maintenance and inspection programmes, on the other hand, is restricted to periodic inspection and
revealing faulty performance. As a result, the shift to real-time, round-the-clock online automated system
monitoring is well worth it. As a result, a wireless structural health monitoring system can be utilised to
monitor buildings around the clock. It requires little or no maintenance to maintain their long and
dependable useful life, which in turn evaluates health and so prevents unexpected collapse/disaster. Many
smart sensing systems have been available in recent years that can be used to monitor the health of
bridges. Most of them have adopted a cluster-based architecture, in which a cluster of sensors is installed
at specified bridge joints to detect data and transmit it on to a controller. Sensor data can be transmitted to
the cloud via wireless communication technology, which aids in structural health analysis.

Many researchers came up with many ideas that automatically awake the system when a train or
vehicle travels on the bridge and adaptively powers through an energy harvesting mechanism [3–6] and
went to sleep mode after finishing the task. An event detection system is deployed to monitor passing
load with a perpetual power source. An energy harvesting technology has been researched and developed
numerous prototypes for bridge vibrations [7–9]. Field tests on the target bridges show that it can
effectively detect passing vehicles [10–14].

Sakib Mahmud Khan et.al worked out the integration of Structural Health Monitoring wherein collected
data is integrated to attain accuracy and extend the reliability [15]. An intelligent transportation system
comprises of video cameras and traffic sensors to trace the sources of critical happenings and capture the
responses under different traffic conditions.

Reyer et al. [16] designed a wireless sensor network for structural condition monitoring of widely
distributed structures like bridges. Jian et al. [17] proposed the Electroluminescent principle which was
used to visualize the strain by employing Wheatstone bridge and monochrome electro luminance technology.

Casas et al. [18] proposed the concept of damage index denoted as DI at the structural level as mentioned
in Eq. (1).

DI ¼ 1� fcur

fref

� �2

(1)

where ‘fcur’–current first bending natural frequency when dynamic tests are carried out, ‘fref’ first bending
natural frequency recorded when the bridge was newly constructed. It is used as a signature for
comparison. Vibration intensity was measured (in vibrars) from time-series of acceleration data captured
from the bridges under normal traffic [19]. The degree of damage to any type of structures like bridges,
multistory buildings with vibration intensity is measured to examine structural health. The damages
initiated by inertial forces and squared mean value of acceleration at a particular frequency can be
calculated using Eq. (2).

IðfÞ ¼ a2ðf Þ=f (2)
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where ‘I’ represents vibration intensity. In the case of a simple harmonic, the amplitude of acceleration ‘a’ is
represented as a0, and the term {ao2/f} is called vibration intensity in mm2/s3. The decibel form ‘S’ in Vibrars
can be computed as 10�log10 (I/Is), where “Is” is a standard value typically set to be 10 mm2/s3.

DI = 1 means total damage, while DI = 0 means no damage. Some bridges may have negative values,
indicating that the current bridge state is stiffer than the expected reference condition. It demonstrates that the
reference model was built improperly. For particular bridges, a negative DI value can be presumed to be 0
and inspected visually. The typical data related to damage level is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Damage and vibration levels as per associaçao brasileira de normas técnicas

S. No. Vibration intensity range (in vibrars) Damage level

Low High

1. 10 30 No damage in a structure

2. 30 40 Minor damage in structure

3. 40 50 Severe damage to the structure

4. 50 60 Failure stage

All the strategies proposed to date can be summed up as a system comprising of sensors and regulators and
a product stage for identification and examination of the occasion. There is almost no variety in equipment and
that shifts as per extra necessity. Programming or the online stage utilized for investigation and checking has
differed a great deal as for comfort. Typically those stages are either a few applications created utilizing
programming dialects or there is some immediate visual checking again with the assistance of programming
language. We will likely build up a framework that is not just constant yet in addition easy to understand
and simple to utilize. We are living in a period wherein we can convey anyplace over the globe. The web is
new asset apparatus for masses on which many frameworks can be built. We intend to develop a system
using the internet which is used by 4.57 billion people, i.e., 59% of the global population which meets our
goal of a user-friendly system.

Succeeding with a short discussion on connected work, there is a need for a system consisting of various
sensors, controllers, an analytics platform for real-time analysis, and a module to send messages. To monitor
bridge status parameters, different sensors are deployed like load cells for measuring the load, and a 3-axis
accelerometer to sense bridge vibration [20,21]. These parameters are compared with the threshold value [22]
and commented on the health of a bridge as shown in Fig. 1.

This paper is organized in different sections as discussed here. It describes the event of a smart sensing
system for condition surveillance that specializes in systems represented within the connected work as
mentioned in Section 2. An associated measuring system like load cells, data processing, hardware and
software integration, and testing is discussed in Section 3 followed by conclusions in Section 4.

2 System Architecture

To meet the functional requirements of the structural health monitoring system, an attempt has been made
to develop a wireless system with IoT. This work covers crucial parameters such as loading and vibrations. Our
system is easy to operate, maintain and trigger early warning indications to the monitoring stations.

2.1 Transmitter-Receiver
A load cell is employed to monitor the weight and cargo on the bridge where the load cell develops

electrical signals of the same magnitude of the load or force that is being measured. The sensing unit
with wireless connectivity is interfaced with the processing and condition monitoring unit as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the sensing system
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Figure 2: (a) Transmitter subsystem (b) Receiver subsystem
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The weight measured by load cells helps in maintaining the integrity of the unit troubled and
protects folks. There are several types of load cells available on the market which one can be chosen
based on the requirements of the system designer. Typically load cells are developed by employing
hydraulic, pneumatic, and strain gauge principles. The strain gauge is the most preferred due to its ease of
installation and accuracy. The load cell senses the loading, convert, and provides an electrical analog
output to the HX711 module. The controller converts numerical raw data into the load values in gram in
our system. The low-end load cell has been used in our prototype which has limited weighing range and
accuracy. However, high-end load cells are recommended for real-life applications. The concept proposed
in this work is scalable and can fit the actual measurement with a minor change in the system.

A capacitive accelerometer has been used to gauge the acceleration forces (static and dynamic forces)
acting on an object to determine the object’s position and trace movement. The static forces are constantly
applied to the object such as friction or gravity whereas dynamic forces encompass varying forces applied to
the object at different rates like vibration. The ADXL335 is a compact, low-power, 3-axis accelerometer with
conditioned voltage outputs. This sensor was deployed to measure acceleration with a full-scale of ± 3 g
where ‘g’ = 9.81 m/s2 as shown in the Fig. 3.

The ADXL335 is used to compute the angle of inclination or tilt by using X, Y, Z’s outputs followed by
analog to digital conversion using 10 Bit ADC. Referring to the ADXL-335 datasheet, the peak voltage is
1.65 V at 0 g with the sensitivity scale factor of 330 mV/g at 3 volts supply. The Eqs. (3)–(6) provide the
acceleration values for X, Y, and Z in ‘g’.

Figure 3: Interfacing diagram (a) Load cell, HX-711, and Arduino-UNO (b) ADXL-335, and Arduino-UNO
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Aout ¼
ADC value � Vref

1023

� �
� Voltage level at 0

� �

Sensitivity scale factor
(3)

The individual output for X, Y, and Z can be computed using Eqs. (4)–(6).

Axout ¼
X axis ADC value � Vref

1023

� �
� 1:65

� �

0:330
(4)

Ayout ¼
Y axis ADC value � Vref

1023

� �
� 1:65

� �

0:330
(5)

Azout ¼
Z axis ADC value � Vref

1023

� �
� 1:65

� �

0:330
(6)

Arduino platform was programed for capturing sensors values and transmit it wirelessly using ESP-8266
module. The values of the parameters are also displayed onboard display unit. Fig. 4 reveals our hardware
prototype which monitors beam sustainability, weight, etc. At any instant, the system is programmed to
generate an alarm whenever the cited parameters cross their limit for taking precautionary measures.

In addition to the sensing part, we need a platform where all this data is accumulated and visualized with
markers in a real-time mode. To achieve interface, we established a connection between our hardware and
real-time plotting platform. This paper focuses on the smart use of IoT platform which is defined as the
system of interrelated devices that provides the ability to transfer data over a network without any human
intervention. ESP module for internet connectivity was used which is a low-cost module that allows
controllers to make simple TCP/IP connections using Hayes-style commands.

2.2 ThingSpeak Cloud Service
IoT encompasses web-enabled devices that collect, transmit and act on captured data relevant to

surrounding environments using mounted sensors, controllers, and communication modules [23,24].
ThingSpeak is an open-source IoT analytics platform that permits us to accumulate, visualize, and analyze
real-time data on cloud services. It can create graphical visualizations of live data when data is pushed from

Figure 4: Dissembled view of our prototype
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the system. Wi-Fi module is the crucial part of IoT System which work with API. It uses HTTP Protocol to
transfer, store, and retrieve information from numerous sensors. The complete arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.

A channel was created to load and process real-time data for analysis with a unique identification tag. To
retrieve and load the data from a channel, the application sends the query to the ThingSpeak server by issuing
HTTP requests, publishing MQTT messages.

Each channel can provide access to up to 8 fields of 255 characters each (numeric or alphanumeric).
Each channel has location data and a standing update field. The data is entered with a date and time
stamp so that it can be retrieved or sorted by time or entry ID. ThingSpeak API can be utilized to process
numeric data such as time scaling, averaging, rounding, summing, and median, etc. ThingSpeak is a
platform that uses channels to store data provided by the devices. To access this data from the channel we
can use HTTP calls or use MQTT subscribe method to receive messages whenever the channel is updated
[25]. The application developed on the MATLABTM platform was used to prepare, filter, and analyze data
from a channel as shown in Fig. 6. The analysis and visualization applications provide template code to
assist in carrying out various operations on past or live data.

3 Results and Discussions

In our prototype, load cell and accelerometer were used as discussed in Section 2. Fig. 7 reveals a few of
the important events undertaken during capturing sensor data, uploading it to the server, and displaying the
same on a display unit.

The real-time plotting of the accumulated data takes place on each channel created on an IoT
ThingSpeak platform. All the data logged on the cloud server has a date stamp as shown in Fig. 8.

The channel data was accessed through MATLABTM for detailed data analysis. This arrangement is
optional in a few of the cases [26].

Fig. 9 shows the loading plot in which the ‘Y-axis represents load in gram and time in seconds on X-axis.
A load cell with 30 kg capacity was used to evaluate loading at a particular point as per the recommendations
of the civil structural engineer. The actual load capacity would differ in the actual case and typically lies in the
range of tons [27]. The average, maximum, and Root Mean Square values of a varying load were 56.2, 590,
and 147.6 grams respectively as shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 5: ThingSpeak communication using MQTT
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Figure 6: Flowchart for processing damage index value

Figure 7: (a) The connection establishment (b) Uploading stage (c) Experimental data
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A similar process was carried for the vibration plot as well. The incentive on the y-axis is vibration in
m/sec2 and the x-axis in seconds. According to the trial arrangement, the accompanying plot is obtained. The
average, maximum, and RMS for vibration came out to be 5.87, 18 and 7.04 m/sec2 respectively as shown in
Fig. 10. The negative sign indicates vibration in-z direction.

Figure 8: ThingSpeak data plots (a) Load plot (b) Vibration plot

Figure 9: Time-domain loading plot
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The power spectral density can be defined as the squared value of the signal that describes the signal
strength or time series distributed values over a frequency band. It transforms the time-domain signal to
the frequency-domain signal which is used to estimate the spectral density of a random signal from a
sequence of time samples. ‘Pspectrum’ MATLAB function returns the power spectrum to analyze signals
in both the domains of the input signal as shown in Fig. 11. There are harmonic components with
changing instantaneous frequency and vibration. Additionally, between 0 and 0.25 normalized frequency,
the vibration amplitudes of all components are rapidly varied, as we expect the local resonance in this
frequency region.

Figure 10: Time-domain vibration plot

Figure 11: The power spectrum of a vibration plot
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4 Conclusion

The bridge condition monitoring is of uttermost importance due to exhaustive use in India. It is high time
to transfer economically viable technology to ease the monitoring process. A scalable system has been
developed and tested for a sample load (56.21 gramsavg 590 gramsmax, and 147.66 gramsrms) with
induced vibration (5.87 m/sec2avg, 18 m/sec2max and 7.04 m/sec2rms). It is found in a good degree of
accuracy and acceptable time lag subjected to computing hardware and internet speed. It is used to
monitor the bridge parameters at a specific interval, log to the server and judge the structural health. This
work can be extended by developing an advanced system with industry-grade sensors, controllers and
making it suitable for real-life applications with detailed dynamic analysis of the signals to interpret other
crucial parameters.
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